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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was set up jointly by the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme to provide an authoritative international statement of scientific opinion on climate change. The IPCC prepared its first comprehensive assessment report in 1990, with subsequent supplementary reports in 1992 and 1994. Climate Change 1995 is the first full sequel to the original assessment. The IPCC's periodic assessments of the causes, consequences and possible responses to climate change are the most comprehensive and up-to-date available. These assessments form the standard scientific reference for all concerned with climate change and its consequences, in academia, government and industry worldwide. Several hundred scientists and contributors, recognized internationally as experts in their fields, were brought together in three working groups to assess climate change for this Second Assessment Report. During drafting, the chapters were exposed to extensive review by many other independent experts, and subjected to full governmental reviews. This volume, Impacts, Adaptations and Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific-Technical Analyses, is companion to two other volumes from the IPCC produced under the umbrella title Climate Change 1995. For the first time, all three volumes are published by Cambridge University Press:

- Climate Change 1995 - The Science of Climate Change
  Contribution of Working Group I to the Second Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

- Climate Change 1995 - Economic and Social Dimensions of Climate Change
  Contribution of Working Group III to the Second Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
  Editors J.P. Bruce, Hoesung Lee and E.F. Haites.

- Climate Change 1995 - Impacts, Adaptations and Mitigation of Climate Change: Scientific-Technical Analyses
  This comprehensive volume provides a roadmap for navigating the sometimes divisive public debate about the consequences of climate change. It reviews what is known, unknown, uncertain and controversial about the potential impacts of climate change and finds that:
  • the composition and geographic distribution of many ecosystems will shift;
  • some regions, especially in the tropics and subtropics, may suffer significant adverse consequences for food security, even though the effects of climate change on global food production may prove small to moderate;
  • there could be an increase in a wide range of human diseases, including mortality, and illness due to heat waves and extreme weather events, extensions in the potential transmission of vector-borne diseases, such as malaria, and regional declines in nutritional status;
  • some countries will face threats to sustainable development from losses of human habitat due to sea-level rise, reductions in water quality and quantity, and disruptions from extreme events;
  • technological advances have increased the range of adaptation and mitigation options, and offer exciting opportunities for reducing emissions, but are not currently available in all regions of the world.
  This volume will be of great value to decisionmakers, the scientific community and students.